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1 Introduction
In this paper we are interested in the global solution of the general nonlinear programming
problem:
min f(x)
g(x) ≤ 0 (1)
h(x) = 0
l ≤ x ≤ u
where f : Rn → R, g : Rn → Rp, h : Rn → Rm, l, u ∈ Rn both finite, and we assume that f , g and
h are continuous functions. At first, we assume that no global information (convexity, Lipschitz
constants, . . . ) on the problem is available. Later, we will assume that only over-estimates of
the Lipshitz constants are available.
Our aim is that of finding a global minimum point x∗ of problem (1). The latter task is very
challenging since it involves a twofold difficulty. Indeed, we want to globally minimize the
objective function while guaranteeing feasibility of the final solution. The literature on the
subject is rather vast but this is not the case if we confine ourselves to methods which can be
proved to converge to a global minimum point. This requirement is obviously not met by all
heuristic methods.
When derivatives of the problem functions are available, the use of a merit function to manage
general constraints can be envisaged. In particular, in [20] a theoretical analysis has been carried
out in the framework of augmented Lagrangian methods. The use of an augmented Lagrangian
merit function has been also exploited in [1] to define an efficient solution algorithm.
When derivatives of the problem functions are not available, or impractical to obtain (e.g.,
when problem functions are expensive to evaluate or somewhat noisy), the problem is even
more difficult and challenging. Recently some attempts to solve the problem without using any
derivative information have been made. In particular, we refer the interested reader to [19] for
the definition of the well-known Branch-and-Reduce Optimization Navigator (BARON) which
combines constraint propagation, convexification, interval analysis, and duality with advanced
branch-and-bound optimization concepts. More recently, in [4] a DIvide RECTangles (DIRECT)
algorithm based on exact penalty functions has been proposed.
In this paper, our aim is to combine
(i) an efficient derivative-free global optimization algorithm for problems with simple bounds,
(ii) an efficient derivative-free local optimization algorithm for problems with general con-
straints,
in order to develop a derivative-free algorithm for the global solution of optimization problems
with general constraints.
In particular, we will make use of the well-know DIRECT algorithm [7, 10, 11] for solving global
optimization problems with simple bounds, i.e. point (i) above. Further, as concerns point (ii),
we shall use the recently published algorithm DFNcon [6], which is a derivative-free algorithm
for nonsmooth constrained local optimization.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the basic DIRECT algorithm and report
some basic theoretical properties. In Section 2.1, we present a DIRECT-type algorithm for bound
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constrained problems and show convergence properties both when an overestimate of the local
Lipschitz constant of the objective function is not available and when it is available. In Section
3, we define a DIRECT-type bilevel approach for problems with general nonlinear constraints,
along with an analysis of its convergence properties. By this approach, at the lower level we deal
with the feasibility problem by minimizing a penalty function, and at the upper level we deal with
objective function optimality by evaluating f(x) at points with promising feasibility measure.
In Section 4, we discuss how an efficient local optimization algorithm can be embedded into a
DIRECT-type algorithm. In Section 5, we report the results of a numerical experimentation of
the overall algorithm on a set of constrained global optimization problems from the GLOBALLib
collection of COCONUT [18]. Finally, in Section 6 we draw some conclusions and discuss possible
lines of future investigation.
To conclude this section, we introduce some notation used throughout the paper. We denote by
D the hyperinterval
D = {x ∈ Rn : l ≤ x ≤ u} (2)
and by F the feasible set of Problem (1), namely
F = {x ∈ D : g(x) ≤ 0, h(x) = 0}.
We assume that F 6= ∅, that is problem (1) is feasible and admits a global solution. Then, we
denote by X∗ ⊆ F the set of global solutions of Problem (1), that is
X∗ = {x∗ ∈ F : f(x∗) ≤ f(x), ∀x ∈ F}.
We note that, by assumption, X∗ 6= ∅. Finally, we let f∗ be the global minimum value of
problem (1), i.e.
f∗ = f(x), with x ∈ X∗.
2 The DIRECT-type approach
In [10], the DIRECT algorithm was originally proposed to solve the following problem
min f(x) (3)
x ∈ D,
where D is given by (2). To be consistent with the notation, in this section F ≡ D and
X∗ = {x∗ ∈ D : f(x∗) ≤ f(x) ∀x ∈ D}.
DIRECT produces finer and finer partitions of the set D. At each iteration k, the k-th partition
is described by:
{Di : i ∈ Ik}
where Ik is the set of indices of the hyperintervals and all the hyperintervals are given by
Di = {x ∈ Rn : li ≤ x ≤ ui}
and satisfy the conditions
D = ∪i∈IkD
i, Int(Di) ∩ Int(Dj) = ∅, ∀ i, j ∈ Ik, i 6= j.
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By xi we denote the centroid of hyperinterval D
i, for all i ∈ Ik.
The approach of the DIRECT algorithm can be described by the framework of a general
partition-based algorithm, where, given a partition {Di}, first an Identification Procedure is
applied in order to choose a subset to be further partitioned, then a particular Partition Proce-
dure is applied to this subset.
Partition-Based Algorithm
Step 0: set D0 = D, I0 = ∅, k = 0;
Step 1: given the partition {Di : i ∈ Ik} of D
apply the Identification Procedure to choose a particular subset I∗k ⊆ Ik;
Step 2: set I¯0 = Ik, Iˆ
0 = I∗k and p = 0.
Step 3: choose an index h ∈ Iˆp and let Dh be the corresponding interval;
Step 4: apply the Partition Procedure to determine the partition {Dj : j ∈ Ih} of D
h;
Step 5: set:
I¯p+1 = I¯p ∪ Ih \
{
h
}
,
Iˆp+1 = Iˆp \
{
h
}
,
if Iˆp+1 6= ∅ set p = p+ 1 and go to Step 3;
Step 7: Set Ik+1 = I¯
p+1, k = k + 1 and go to Step 1.
An important distinguishing feature of the DIRECT Algorithm is its particular Partition Pro-
cedure which is described by the following scheme, where a given Selection Procedure selects the
coordinate axis along which the partition is performed.
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DIRECT-type Partition Procedure
Step 0: given the index h and the the corresponding hyperinterval Dh, determine:
δ = max
1≤j≤n
(uh − lh)j ,
J =
{
j ∈ {1, . . . , n} : (uh − lh)j = δ
}
,
m = |J |;
Step 1: set D˜1 = Dh, J˜1 = J , I˜1 = ∅, p = 0;
Step 2: apply the Selection Procedure to determine ℓ ∈ J˜p.
Step 3: determine the sets:
Dhℓ = D˜p ∩ {x ∈ Rn : (uh)ℓ −
δ
3
≤ xℓ ≤ (u
h)ℓ},
Dhℓ+m = D˜p ∩ {x ∈ Rn : (lh)ℓ ≤ xℓ ≤ (l
h)ℓ +
δ
3
},
and set:
D˜p+1 = D˜p ∩ {x ∈ Rn : (lh)ℓ +
δ
3
≤ xℓ ≤ (u
h)ℓ −
δ
3
},
I˜p+1 = I˜p ∪
{
hℓ, hℓ+m
}
,
J˜p+1 = J˜p \
{
ℓ
}
;
Step 4: if J˜p+1 6= ∅, set p = p+ 1 and go to Step 2;
Step 5: set:
Dh0 = D˜p+1,
Ih = I˜
p+1 ∪
{
h0
}
;
and return.
The complete definition of a DIRECT-type algorithm requires the description of
- the Identification Procedure which determines the set I∗k of the indices of the hyperintervals
Di to be further partitioned;
- the Selection Procedure which appears in the Partition Procedure and selects the axis along
which to carry out the partition.
However, independently from the particular Identification and Selection Procedures, the previous
DIRECT-type Partition Procedure guarantees some good theoretical proprieties to a partition-
based algorithm.
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We recall that the theoretical properties of a partition-based algorithm can be referred to the
asymptotic behavior of the infinite sequence of partitions produced by the algorithm. This
infinite sequence of partitions consists of an infinite number of sequences of subsets {Dik}. Each
of these sequences {Dik} can be defined by identifying a predecessor Dik−1 , with ik−1 ∈ Ik−1 to
every subset Dik , with ik ∈ Ik, in the following way:
- if the set Dik has been produced at the k-th iteration, then Dik−1 is the set whose partion has
generated the subset Dik at the k-th iteration;
- if the set Dik has not been produced at the k-th iteration then Dik−1 = Dik .
By definition, the sequences {Dik} are nested sequences of subsets, namely sequences such that,
for all k,
Dik ⊆ Dik−1 .
Particular nested sequences are the so called strictly nested sequences of subsets which have the
property that for infinitely many times it results
Dik ⊂ Dik−1 .
Returning to the properties that can be ensured by the described DIRECT-type Partition Pro-
cedure, the results reported in [13, 14, 17] allow us to state the following result.
Proposition 1 A Partition-Based Algorithm using the DIRECT-type Partition Procedure pro-
duces at least a sequence of hyperintervals {Dik} that is strictly nested.
Furthermore, this sequence of hyperintervals is characterized by the following properties
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x¯}, where x¯ ∈ D;
lim
k→∞
‖uik − lik‖ = 0.
The Identification Procedure of the DIRECT algorithm is based on the following definition.
Definition 1 Given a partition {Di : i ∈ Ik} of D and a scalar ε > 0, an hyperinterval D
h is
potentially optimal with respect to the function f if a constant L¯h exists such that:
f(xh)−
L¯h
2
‖uh − lh‖ ≤ f(xi)−
L¯h
2
‖ui − li‖, ∀ i ∈ Ik
f(xh)−
L¯h
2
‖uh − lh‖ ≤ fmin − ǫ|fmin|
where
fmin = min
i∈Ik
f
(
xi
)
(4)
At each iteration, the algorithm selects the potentially optimal hyperintervals, and considers
these intervals promising and worthy of being further partitioned. This choice guarantees that
the algorithm tends to generate a dense set of point over the feasible set, namely it guarantees
that the algorithm has the so-called every-where dense convergence, which is a condition required
when no global information is available, see e.g. [10].
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In the following we report a proposition (see [13, 14] for the proof) which describes the every-
where dense convergence of the DIRECT Algorithm by means of the sequences of hyperintervals
{Dik} generated by the algorithm.
Proposition 2 Consider a DIRECT-type algorithm with an Identification Procedure which se-
lects
I∗k =
{
h ∈ Ik : D
h is potentially optimal w.r.t. f
}
, (5)
then
i) all the sequences of sets {Dik} produced by the algorithm model are strictly nested,
namely for every {Dik} there exists a point x˜ ∈ D such that
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x˜}.
ii) for every x˜ ∈ D, the algorithm produces a strictly nested sequence of sets {Dik} such that
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x˜}.
In the sequel of the paper, we denote by DIRECT-type algorithm a partition-based algorithm
which uses the previous DIRECT-type Partition Procedure. Therefore, any DIRECT-type Al-
gorithm has the theoretical properties described by the previous propositions. We will show
that stronger theoretical properties relevant to constrained global optimization can be stated by
suitable choices of the identification procedure.
2.1 Exploiting an overestimate of the Lipschitz constant
The DIRECT Algorithm can solve a given global optimization problem without requiring any
information on the value of the Lipschitz constant of the objective function. However, if an
overestimate of the Lipschitz constant were available, a DIRECT-type Algorithm could exploit
such an information to improve its theoretical properties.
First of all, it is possible to introduce the following definition.
Definition 2 Given a partition {Di : i ∈ Ik} of D , a scalar ε > 0, a scalar η > 0 and a scalar
L¯ > 0 , an hyperinterval Dh, with i ∈ Ik is L¯-potentially optimal with respect to the function
f if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
i) a constant L˜h ∈ (0, L¯) exists such that:
f(xh)−
L˜h
2
‖uh − lh‖ ≤ f(xi)−
L˜h
2
‖ui − li‖, ∀ i ∈ Ik, (6)
f(xh)−
L˜h
2
‖uh − lh‖ ≤ fmin − ǫmax{|fmin|, η}, (7)
where fmin is given by (4);
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ii) the constant L¯ satisfies:
f(xh)−
L¯
2
‖uh − lh‖ ≤ f(xi)−
L¯
2
‖ui − li‖, ∀ i ∈ Ik. (8)
By using the previous definition and by assuming that the scalar L¯ is an overstimate of the local
Lipschitz constant of the objective function, it is possible to define a DIRECT-type algorithm
with strong convergence properties as shown in the following result.
Proposition 3 Consider a DIRECT-type algorithm with an Identification Procedure which se-
lects
I∗k =
{
h ∈ Ik : D
h is L¯-potentially optimal w.r.t. f
}
,
then
i) the algorithm produces at least a strictly nested sequence of sets {Dik};
ii) assume that a global minimum point x∗ and an index k¯ exist such that for all k ≥ k¯,
f(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≤ f∗,
where jk ∈ Ik is the index related to the hyperinterval D
jk such that x∗ ∈ Djk . Then, every
strictly nested sequence of sets {Dik} produced by the algorithm satisfies:
∞⋂
k=0
Dik ⊆ X∗;
iii) assume that for every global minimum point x∗ there exist a constant δ > 0 and an index
k¯ (both possibly depending on x∗) such that for all k ≥ k¯,
f(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ < f∗ − δ‖ujk − ljk‖,
where jk ∈ Ik is the index related to the hyperinterval D
jk such that x∗ ∈ Djk. Then, for
every global minimum point x∗, the algorithm produces a strictly nested sequence of sets
{Dik} which satisfies
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x∗}.
Proof. Point i) follows from Proposition 1.
Point ii). Assume, by contradiction, that the algorithm produces a strictly nested sequence of
sets {Dik} such that
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x¯},
with
f(x¯) > f∗. (9)
Let K ⊆ {1, 2, . . .} be the subset of iteration indices where the sets Dik are partitioned.
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By the instructions of the algorithm, we have that, for all k ∈ K, the sets Dik satisfy Definition
2 and, hence, one of the two conditions of Definition 2 must hold.
If condition i) holds, a constant L˜ik ∈ (0, L¯) exists such that:
L˜ik ≥ 2
(
f(xik)− fmin + εmax{|fmin|, η}
‖uik − lik‖
)
. (10)
Since the sequence {Dik} is strictly nested, Proposition 1 guarantees
lim
k→∞
‖uik − lik‖ = 0. (11)
Relation (10) and limit (11) imply that,for sufficiently large values for k, we have:
L˜ik ≥ L¯.
Therefore an index k˜ exists such that for all k ∈ K and k ≥ k˜ condition ii) must hold. Hence,
for every k ∈ K and k ≥ k˜, we have:
f(xik)−
L¯
2
‖uik − lik‖ ≤ f(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖,
which, by recalling the assumption made in point ii) of the Proposition, implies that, for all
k ∈ K and k ≥ max{k¯, k˜} we have:
f(xik)−
L¯
2
‖uik − lik‖ ≤ f∗. (12)
Since the sequence {Dik} is strictly nested, the limit (11) holds.
Now by taking the limits for k →∞ in the two terms of (12) we obtain:
f(x¯) ≤ f∗,
which produces a contradiction with (9).
Point iii). Again we assume, by contradiction, that there exists a global minimum point x∗ ∈ X∗
for which the sequence {Djk}, verifying x∗ ∈ Djk , for all k, is not strictly nested.
In this case, Proposition 1 implies that a scalar ε > 0 and an index k¯ exist such that:
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≥ ε, (13)
for all k ≥ k¯.
Let {Dik} be a strictly nested sequence produced by the algorithm satisfying
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x¯},
with x¯ 6= x∗.
Let K ⊆ {1, 2, . . .} be the subset of iteration indices where the sets Dik are partitioned.
Therefore, ik ∈ I
∗
k , for all k ∈ K and, hence, for all k ∈ K, the sets D
ik satisfy one of the two
conditions of Definition 2.
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By repeating the same reasoning of the proof of point ii) of the Proposition we obtain that an
index k˜ exists such that for all k ∈ K and k ≥ k˜ the sets Dik satisfy condition ii) of Definition
2. Then, for all k ∈ K and k ≥ k˜, we have:
f(xik)−
L¯
2
‖uik − lik‖ ≤ f(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖.
By using the assumption of the point iii) of the Proposition, (13), (11) and by taking the limits
for k →∞ we get the following contradiction
f(x¯) ≤ f∗ − δε
which concludes the proof.
The next proposition shows that the knowledge of the overestimate of the local Lipschitz constant
of the objective function allows to define a stopping criterion for a DIRECT-type algorithm.
Proposition 4 Consider a DIRECT-type algorithm with an Identification Procedure which se-
lects
I∗k =
{
h ∈ Ik : D
h is L¯-potentially optimal w.r.t. f
}
.
Assume that a global minimum point x∗ ∈ X∗ and an index k¯ exist such that for all k ≥ k¯,
f(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≤ f∗,
where jk ∈ Ik is the index related to the hyperinterval D
jk such that x∗ ∈ Djk .
Then, for all k ≥ k¯, the following inequality holds
f(xhk)− f∗ ≤
L¯
2
‖uhk − lhk‖,
where the index hk is given by:
f(xhk)−
L¯
2
‖uhk − lhk‖ = min
i∈Ik
{
f(xi)−
L¯
2
‖ui − li‖
}
.
Proof. The assumption made in the proposition and the definition of the index hk imply that,
for all k ≥ k¯,
f∗ ≥ f(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≥ f(xhk)−
L¯
2
‖uhk − lhk‖,
and hence the result follows.
3 General constrained global optimization problems
In this section, we describe some DIRECT-type algorithms for dealing with constrained problems
of the form (1). The main idea is that of solving these problems by means of a bilevel approach.
In order to do that, we first define the following penalty function
w(x) =
∥∥∥∥
(
max{0, g(x)}
h(x)
)∥∥∥∥ ,
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and the related feasibility problem
min w(x)
l ≤ x ≤ u.
(14)
More specifically, we want to solve the following optimality problem
min f(y)
y = argmin w(x)
l ≤ x ≤ u.
(15)
In theory, we should solve the feasibility problem at the lower level. Then, at the upper level, we
should try to identify the optimal solutions of the constrained problem among all the solutions
of the lower level problem.
Hence, a sketch of the bilevel approach is the following.
1) Solve Problem (14) to global optimality, i.e. identify set F ⊆ D
2) Find a global minimum point x∗ of f(x) on F , i.e. x∗ ∈ X∗
We will now describe some DIRECT-type algorithms inspired by this bilevel approach. What
we want is to perform a “two-level” Identification Procedure for selecting the indices of the
hyperintervals to be further partitioned. At the “lower level”, we identify the indices of the
hyperintevals which are more promising for the feasibility problem (14). Then, at the “upper
level”, we choose, among those indices selected at the lower level, those ones that are also
promising with respect to the objective function and, hence, promising for problem (15).
Taking into account the feasibility problem, we define an hyperinterval potentially optimal with
respect to the function w if it satisfies Definition 1 by replacing the function f with the function
w.
The next proposition describes the theoretical properties of a DIRECT-type algorithm for con-
strained problems that considers promising all the hyperintervals which, first, are potentially
optimal with respect to the penalty function w and, then, are potentially optimal also with
respect to the objective function f .
Proposition 5 Consider a DIRECT-type algorithm with an Identification Procedure which se-
lects
I∗k =
{
h ∈ Iwk : D
h is potentially optimal w.r.t. f
}
, (16)
where
Iwk =
{
h ∈ Ik : D
h is potentially optimal w.r.t. w
}
,
then
i) all the sequences of sets {Dik} produced by the algorithm are strictly nested,
namely for every {Dik} there exists a point x˜ ∈ D such that
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x˜}.
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ii) for every x˜ ∈ D, the algorithm produces a strictly nested sequence of sets {Dik} such that
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x˜}.
Proof. For all Di, i ∈ Ik we denote the length of its diagonal by
di = ||ui − li||
and we define with
dmaxk = max
i∈Ik
di
the largest diagonal length in the partition, and denote by Imaxk the index subset of hyperintervals
with largest diagonal:
Imaxk = {i ∈ Ik : d
i = dmaxk }
The convergence properties of the algorithm follow from the results contained in [13, 14] by
showing (see Proposition 2 of [13]) that, for all k,
Imaxk ∩ I
∗
k 6= ∅.
Let us define the following index set:
Iˆmaxk =
{
h ∈ Imaxk : w(x
h) = min
i∈Imax
k
w(xi)
}
.
For any choice of h ∈ Iˆmaxk it is sufficient to choose L˜
h > 0 such that:
L˜h = 2max
{
w(xh)− wmin + ε|wmin|
dh
, max
j∈Ik\I
max
k
w(xh)− w(xj)
dh − dj
}
,
to obtain h ∈ Iwk , where I
w
k is given by (16).
From the preceding relation and the definition of potentially optimal hyperinterval it follows
that:
Iˆmaxk = I
w
k ∩ I
max
k .
Let ℓ ∈ Iˆmaxk be such that f(x
ℓ) ≤ f(xi) for all i ∈ Iˆmaxk . By choosing L¯
ℓ > 0 such that:
L¯ℓ > 2max
{
f(xℓ)− fmin + ε|fmin|
dℓ
, max
j∈Iw
k
\Iˆmax
k
f(xℓ)− f(xj)
dℓ − dj
}
,
we get ℓ ∈ I∗k , so that
I∗k ∩ I
max
k 6= ∅,
which concludes the proof.
The previous result shows that the described DIRECT-type algorithm for constrained optimiza-
tion problems has the every-where dense convergence property.
Similarly to the box constrained problems, in case estimates on Lipschitz constants of the prob-
lem functions are available, they can be exploited to define a DIRECT-type algorithm with
stronger theoretical properties.
To this aim, we introduce the definition of a L¯-potentially optimal hyperinterval with respect
to the function w. In this case, we exploit the knowledge of the optimal value w∗ = 0 of the
function w, being F 6= ∅ by assumption.
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Definition 3 Given a partition {Di : i ∈ Ik} of D , a scalar ε > 0, a scalar η > 0 and a scalar
L¯ > 0 , an hyperinterval Dh, with i ∈ Ik is L¯-potentially optimal with respect to the function
w if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
i) a constant L˜h ∈ (0, L¯) exists such that:
w(xh)−
L˜h
2
‖uh − lh‖ ≤ w(xi)−
L˜h
2
‖ui − li‖, ∀ i ∈ Ik, (17)
w(xh)−
L˜h
2
‖uh − lh‖ ≤ wmin − ǫmax{|wmin|, η},
where wmin is given by (4) (by replacing f with w);
ii) the constant L¯ satisfies:
w(xh)−
L¯
2
‖uh − lh‖ ≤ max
{
0, w(xi)−
L¯
2
‖ui − li‖
}
, ∀ i ∈ Ik.
The next proposition describes the properties of an algorithm using overestimates of Lipschitz
constants of both the penalty function w and the objective function f .
Proposition 6 Consider a DIRECT-type algorithm with an Identification Procedure which
chooses
I∗k =
{
h ∈ I¯wk : D
h is L¯-potentially optimal w.r.t. f
}
, (18)
where
I¯wk =
{
h ∈ Ik : D
h is L¯-potentially optimal w.r.t. w
}
, (19)
then
i) the algorithm produces at least a strictly nested sequence of sets {Dik};
ii) assume that a global minimum point x∗ ∈ X∗ and an index k¯ exist such that for all k ≥ k¯,
w(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≤ 0, (20)
f(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≤ f∗, (21)
where Djk , with jk ∈ I
k is the hyperinterval such that x∗ ∈ Djk. Then, every strictly
nested sequence of sets {Dik} produced by the algorithm satisfies:
∞⋂
k=0
Dik ⊆ X∗;
iii) assume that for every global minimum point x∗ ∈ X∗ there exist a constant δf ≥ 0 and an
index k¯ such that for all k ≥ k¯,
w(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≤ 0, (22)
f(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ < f∗ − δf‖u
jk − ljk‖, (23)
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where Djk, with jk ∈ I
k is the hyperinterval such that x∗ ∈ Djk. Then, for every global
minimum point x∗ ∈ X∗, the algorithm produces a strictly nested sequence of sets {Dik}
which satisfies
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x∗}.
Proof. The proof of the Proposition uses the same arguments given in the proof of Proposition
3.
Again, Proposition 1 guarantees Point (i).
Point ii). First of all we note that (20) guarantees that for all k ≥ k¯ we have
jk ∈ I¯
w
k (24)
where x∗ ∈ Djk .
Then, by contradiction, we assume that that the algorithm produces a strictly nested sequence
of sets {Dik} such that
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x¯},
with
x¯ /∈ F or f(x¯) > f∗. (25)
Let K ⊆ {1, 2, . . .} be the subset of iteration indices where the sets Dik are partitioned.
By repeating the same steps of Proposition 3 we obtain that an index k˜ exists such that condition
ii) of Definition 3 must hold for all k ∈ K and k ≥ k˜. Hence, for every k ∈ K and k ≥ max{k¯, k˜},
we have that (24) holds and
w(xik)−
L¯
2
‖uik − lik‖ ≤ w(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖,
f(xik)−
L¯
2
‖uik − lik‖ ≤ f(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖,
which, by recalling the assumption made in point ii) of the proposition, implies that:
w(xik)−
L¯
2
‖uik − lik‖ ≤ 0,
f(xik)−
L¯
2
‖uik − lik‖ ≤ f∗,
for all k ∈ K and k ≥ max{k¯, k˜}.
Since the sequence {Dik} is strictly nested, the limit (11) holds.
Now by taking the limits for k →∞ in the previous inequalities we obtain:
x¯ ∈ F and f(x¯) ≤ f∗,
which produces a contradiction with (25).
Point iii). The assumption of point iii) and (22) ensure that for all global minimum point
x∗ ∈ X∗ there exists an index such that for all k ≥ k¯ we have
jk ∈ I¯
w
k ,
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where x∗ ∈ Djk .
Then, the proof of this point follows by using exactly the same arguments the proof of point iii)
of Proposition 3.
The next result analyzes the case where only information related to the Lipschitz constants of
the penalty function w is available.
Proposition 7 Consider a DIRECT-type algorithm with an Identification Procedure which
chooses
I∗k =
{
h ∈ I¯wk : D
h is potentially optimal w.r.t. f
}
,
where
I¯wk =
{
h ∈ Ik : D
h is L¯-potentially optimal w.r.t. w
}
,
then
i) the algorithm produces at least a strictly nested sequence of sets {Dik};
ii) assume that a feasible point x˜ ∈ F and an index k¯ exist such that for all k ≥ k¯,
w(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≤ 0,
where Djk, with jk ∈ I
k is the hyperinterval such that x˜ ∈ Djk . Then, every strictly nested
sequence of sets {Dik} produced by the algorithm satisfies:
∞⋂
k=0
Dik ⊆ F ;
iii) assume that for every feasible point x˜ ∈ F there exists an index k¯ such that for all k ≥ k¯,
w(xjk)−
L¯
2
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≤ 0,
where Djk, with jk ∈ I
k is the hyperinterval such that x˜ ∈ Djk. Then, for every feasible
point x˜ ∈ F , the algorithm produces a strictly nested sequence of sets {Dik} which satisfies
∞⋂
k=0
Dik = {x˜}.
Proof. Point i) derives from Proposition 1. Point ii) follows from the same arguments used
for the prof of point ii) of Proposition 3 by taking into account that the set of global minimum
points of the penalty function w is the set F and that the assumption implies that, for k ≥ k¯
we have jk ∈ I¯
w
k where x˜ ∈ D
jk .
Point iii). In order to prove this point, first we show that:
lim
k→∞
d˜maxk = 0 (26)
where
d˜maxk = max
i∈I¯w
k
di, and di = ||ui − li||.
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Assume, by contradiction that (26) does not hold. Since, by definition, the sequence {d˜maxk } is
not increasing and bounded from below, we have that
lim
k→∞
d˜maxk = δ¯ > 0.
Therefore, we have that
d˜maxk ≥ δ¯ > 0 for all k, (27)
which implies that the following set of indices
I˜k(δ¯) = {i ∈ I¯
w
k : ‖u
i − li‖ ≥ δ¯},
is not empty for every k. Then we have
{i ∈ I¯wk : d
i = d˜maxk } ⊆ I˜k(δ¯).
Let ℓk ∈ {i ∈ I¯
w
k : d
i = d˜maxk } be such that
f(xℓk) ≤ f(xj) for all j ∈ {i ∈ I¯wk : d
i = d˜maxk }.
By choosing L¯ℓk > 0 such that:
L¯ℓk > 2max
{
f(xℓk)− fmin + ε|fmin|
dℓk
, max
j∈{i∈I¯w
k
:di 6=d˜max
k
}
f(xℓ)− f(xj)
dℓ − dj
}
,
we get ℓk ∈ I
∗
k .
Hence, for all k there exists an index ℓk ∈ I˜k(δ¯) ∩ I
∗
k such that the corresponding hyperinterval
Dℓk is partitioned by the algorithm. The DIRECT-type Partition Procedure produces subsets
Dhj , j = 1, . . . ,m, that, recalling Proposition 2.2 of [14], satisfy:
‖uhj − lhj‖ ≤ ε‖uℓk − lℓk‖ = ε d˜maxk , j = 1, . . . ,m,
with ε ∈ (0, 1).
The compactness of the set D ensures that there exists a scalar N such that
|I˜k(δ¯)| ≤ N, for every k.
Hence after N iterations we have that:
d˜maxk+N ≤ ε d˜
max
k .
By repeating the same arguments, after pN iterations , we obtain:
d˜maxk+pN ≤ ε
p d˜maxk , for p = 1, 2, . . . .
which, for sufficiently large values of p, contradicts (27). This proves that limit (26) holds.
Now, we assume, by contradiction, that there exists a feasible point x˜ ∈ F for which the sequence
{Djk}, verifying x˜ ∈ Djk , for all k, is not strictly nested. Then, by Proposition 1, we have that
there exist a scalar ε > 0 and an index kˆ such that:
‖ujk − ljk‖ ≥ ε, (28)
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for all k ≥ kˆ.
On the other hand, the assumption of point iii) implies that for all k ≥ k¯
jk ∈ I¯
w
k ,
which produces a contradiction between (26) and (28) and this proves the result.
We finally report below the scheme of the k-th iteration of the DIRECT algorithm for general
constrained problems.
k-th iteration of the DIRECT algorithm for general constrained problems
Input: Current partition {Di, i ∈ Ik}
Step 1: Determine Iwk ⊆ Ik related to Potentially Optimal Hyperintervals for w
Step 2: Determine Ifk ⊆ I
w
k related to Potentially Optimal Hyperintervals for f
Step 3: Execute the Partition Procedure on {Di, i ∈ Ifk }
4 Exploiting derivative-free local searches
The numerical experience obtained by using DIRECT-type algorithms for solving real or test
problems in the field of box constrained optimization has pointed out that this class of algorithms
is relatively efficient in locating good approximations of the global minimum points. Unfortu-
nately, this efficiency decreases heavily as the dimensions of the problems and the ill-conditioning
of the objective functions increase. This behavior is common to most global optimization meth-
ods and a possible tool to overcome it is to combine the given global method with an efficient
local algorithm. Some recent examples of such mixed strategies for DIRECT-type algorithms
are described in [12, 15] for box constrained problems, and in [5] for general constrained prob-
lems. In the first paper, it is shown that the DIRECT approach can be significantly improved,
in term of efficiency and robustness, by combining it with a local truncated Newton method.
In the other two papers, it is shown that similar improvements can be guaranteed also by using
derivative-free local minimization algorithms within a DIRECT-type approach.
In this section, we thus try to improve the efficiency of the DIRECT-type approaches described
in the previous section for general constraints by making use of a suitable derivative-free local
algorithm.
As in the case of box constrained optimization, the idea draws inspiration from the classical
multi-start approach used in global optimization where multiple local minimizations are per-
formed starting from points generated according to some suitable distribution over the feasible
set. The main drawback of multi-start approaches is that they usually generate new starting
points without taking into account the information generated in the previous iterations, thus
wasting a large number of local minimizations. Then the idea that we pursue is that of re-
placing the random generation in a multistart approach with deterministic partitioning of a
DIRECT-type strategy as proposed in [2, 15].
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In practice, it is possible to use the most promising points generated by DIRECT as starting
points for the local algorithm by performing a derivative-free local minimization from each
centroid of the potentially optimal intervals or L¯-potentially optimal intervals for the function
f . This strategy allows to exploit the ability of the DIRECT algorithm of producing partitions
which eventually locate points in promising regions (i.e. points in an attraction region of a global
solution). Indeed, it is possible to state the following result.
Proposition 8 Let {Di, i ∈ Ik} be sequence of partitions produced by one of the DIRECT-type
algorithms described in the previous section. For every global minimum point x∗ of f(x) on F
and for every neighborhood B(x∗, ǫ), with ǫ > 0, there exists an iteration k and an index h ∈ Ik
such that xh ∈ B(x∗, ǫ).
The property described by the previous proposition can be fully exploited by combining a DI-
RECT strategy with a local minimization technique satisfying the following assumption.
Assumption 1 For any starting point x0 ∈ D the local minimization algorithm produces a
bounded sequence of points {xk} which satisfies the following conditions:
- every accumulation point x¯ of the sequence {xk} is a stationary point of the original prob-
lem;
- for every global solution x∗ ∈ X∗, an open set L exists such that if x0 ∈ L then
lim
k→∞
xk = x
∗.
In this way, we can take advantage of some available efficient local minimization algorithm.
These results can be used also in the field of constrained optimization whenever the original
constrained problem is transformed into an unconstrained problem by means of an exact penalty
function.
In this paper, we propose to use, as local search engine, the derivative-free method for constrained
optimization problems described in [6], based on a box-constrained minimization of a nonsmooth
exact penalty function, i.e. the algorithm named DFNcon. Under suitable assumptions, Theorem
4.1 of [5] guarantees that this particular derivative-free local algorithm satisfies Assumption 1.
In conclusion, the combination of one of the DIRECT-type algorithms described in the previ-
ous section (for which Proposition 8 holds) with the derivative-free algorithm of [6] (for which
Assumption 1 holds) produces a global constrained minimization method which, after a finite
number of iterations, locates a global minimum point of the original problem. We refer to such
an algorithm as DIRECT+DFNcon.
Below we report the scheme of the k-th iteration of the DIRECT algorithm with local searches,
where A(x) denotes the execution of a local search starting from point x.
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k-th iteration of the DIRECT algorithm with local searches for general
constrained problems (DIRECT+DFNcon)
Input: Current partition {Di, i ∈ Ik}
Step 1: Determine Iwk ⊆ Ik related to Potentially Optimal Hyperintervals for w
Step 2: Determine Ifk ⊆ I
w
k related to Potentially Optimal Hyperintervals for f
Step 3: Execute A(xi), ∀ i ∈ Ifk and possibly improve fmin
Step 4: Execute the Partition Procedure on {Di, i ∈ Ifk }
Concerning the above scheme, we remark that the local searches are performed starting from all
the centroids of the potentially optimal hyperintervals for f , namely Di, i ∈ Ifk . Furthermore,
we recall that points xi, i ∈ Ifk , i.e. the starting points of the local searches A(x
i), are the
centroids of hyperintervals Di, i ∈ Ifk .
5 Numerical experiments
This section is devoted to the numerical experimentation of our algorithm DIRECT+DFNcon
and to its comparison with some other derivative-free methods suitable for constrained global
optimization, namely a multistart derivative-free simulated annealing algorithm (DFSA) [16],
the well-known nondominated sorting genetic algorithm NSGA-II [3] (C version of the code),
and the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy algorithm CMA-ES [8, 9]. To simplify
notation, in Figures 1–10 our algorithm DIRECT+DFNcon is marked as “glob”.
Test problems. The numerical experimentation has been carried out by considering the AMPL
versions of the constrained global optimization problems belonging to the GLOBALLib collec-
tion, which is part of the COCONUT project [18]. The entire problem set can be downloaded
at the URL
http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/∼neum/glopt/coconut/Benchmark/Benchmark.html
From the above collection, we considered all the problems with m ≥ 1 general constraints and
n ≤ 100 variables. This amounts to a total of 135 problems excluding problem nemhaus, which
is solved by the AMPL presolver, and problem ex9.1.6, which has 6 binary variables.
The selected test problems have bound constraints on the variables, that is
l˜i ≤ xi ≤ u˜i, i = 1, . . . , n,
where l˜i ∈ R ∪ {−∞}, u˜i ∈ R ∪ {+∞}, meaning that possibly not all the variables are bounded
both from above and below. Then, to be able to apply the considered algorithms, we modified
the problems by defining
li =
{
−103 if l˜i = −∞
l˜i otherwise
ui =
{
103 if u˜i = +∞
u˜i otherwise
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and considering the following possibly modified problems (in place of the original ones)
min f(x)
gj(x) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . ,mi,
hj(x) = 0, j = 1, . . . ,me,
li ≤ xi ≤ ui, i = 1, . . . , n,
(29)
where the numbers of inequality and equality constraints are such that mi,me ≥ 0 with mi +
me > 0, and −∞ < li < ui < +∞, i = 1, . . . , n. We finally remark that for the test problems
in this collection, no global information was available, therefore L¯-potentially optimal intervals
could not be used.
Solvers. Here is a detailed description of the solvers used in our experiments.
- DIRECT+DFNcon implements the DIRECT-type approach for general constrained prob-
lems described in Section 3 enriched, as described in Section 4, with the local search
algorithm DFNcon [6]. We set ǫ = 10
−4, in DIRECT, and run each local search specifying
10−4 as tolerance in the stopping condition. Furthermore, we choose, in the Selection
Procedure, the index ℓ ∈ J˜p according to the following rule:
wℓ = min
j∈J˜p
wj ,
with wj = min{w(xh+ δ3ej), w(x
h− δ3ej)}. In figure legends, DIRECT+DFNcon is denoted
by “glob” for brevity.
- DFSA is a multistart-type algorithm controlled by means of a simulated annealing crite-
rion. It is freely available for download at the URL
http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/∼lucidi/DFL/
It is described in [16] except that the local search engine DFA is substituted by DFNcon
which is the same used within DIRECT+DFNcon (obviously, we used the same tolerance
in the stopping condition as specified above);
- NSGA-II is a well-known and efficient genetic algorithm both for single and multi-objective
optimization. We employed the C version of the algorithm, which is available at the URL
http://www.egr.msu.edu/∼kdeb/codes.shtml
As concerns the parameters defining NSGA-II, we adopted the same values as proposed
in [3], i.e.
- population size p = 100
- probability of crossover πc = 0.9;
- probability of mutation πm = 1/n;
- distribution index for crossover ηc = 20;
- distribution index for mutation ηm = 20.
We acknowledge that the performances of NSGA-II could significantly change by using
different values for these parameters but we did not carry out any parameter optimization.
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- CMA-ES (Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy) is an evolutionary algorithm
for difficult nonlinear non-convex black-box optimization problems, see [8, 9] for more
details. We employed the C version of the algorithm, which is available at the URL
https://www.lri.fr/∼hansen/cmaes inmatlab.html
For CMA-ES, we adopted default values for all of the algorithmic parameters. Since
the problems in the test set are defined in such a way that the objective function can be
computed also for points that do not satisfy the nonlinear constraints, nonlinear constraints
have been managed by means of a penalty function, i.e., in place of the constrained problem
(29) we consider the penalized problem
min Pε(x)
li ≤ xi ≤ ui, i = 1, . . . , n,
where
Pε(x) = f(x) +
1
ε
mi∑
j=1
max{0, gj(x)}+
1
ε
me∑
j=1
|hj(x)|,
with ε = 10−3. On the basis of the results, this management of the nonlinear constraints
is more efficient than the method proposed in the user guide of CMA-ES.
It is worth noting that both DIRECT+DFNcon and DFSA share the same local minimization
algorithm, namely DFNcon. Hence, the main difference between them is in the generation of the
starting points for the local minimizations.
DIRECT+DFNcon, DFSA and CMA-ES were run by allowing at most 1.3× 500 × n(mi+me)
function evaluations. As concerns NSGA-II, we recall that it is a population based solver and
that at every generation exactly p function evaluations are performed. Hence, in order to
limit the maximum number of function evaluations performed by NSGA-II to the same limit
used for the other codes, we impose a limit on the maximum number of generations equal to
⌈(1.3 × 500 × n(me+mi))/p⌉.
Results. All the runs were carried out on an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.16 GHz processor with 4GB
RAM. DIRECT+DFNcon and DFSA Algorithms were implemented in Fortran 90 (with double
precision arithmetic) whereas for NSGA-II and CMA-ES we used their C implementations. We
ran algorithms DFSA, NSGA-II and CMA-ES, i.e. the probabilistic ones, ten times by using
pre-specified different seeds for the random number sequence generator.
Concerning the running times, we point out that the ten runs of NSGA-II took 1669.74 seconds
on average to solve within the given maximum number of generations all of the 153 considered
problems. DFSA did 14,792.5 local searches on average and took 770.231 seconds (on average)
to solve all the problems. DIRECT+DFNcon did 1,412,329 local searches and took 988.038
seconds to complete. CMA-ES took 2825.54 seconds (on average) to complete. It is worth
noting that DIRECT+DFNcon executed almost 100 times the local searches performed by DFSA.
This can be explained by considering that in DFSA the starting points of the local searches
must satisfy the simulated annealing criterion. Hence, the simulated annealing criterion indeed
filters out many possible starting points. This, along with the limit on the maximum number
of function evaluations, explains in our opinion the different usage of local searches between
DIRECT+DFNcon and DFSA.
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Figure 1: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility viola-
tion (left) and optimality (right). Note that the x-axis range is from 0 to 10−3 and that “glob”
denotes DIRECT+DFNcon
In Figures 1 and 2 we report the cumulative distribution functions for the obtained feasibility
violation and optimality. More specifically, each curve ρ(α) gives the fraction of problems for
which a solution with feasibility violation (optimality) smaller than α has been found. The
optimality measure is so computed:
|f(x∗)− f∗|
max{1, |f∗|}
,
where x∗ is the best solution among those with a feasibility violation smaller that 10−4 and f⋆
is the best known value as reported in [18].
As it can be seen from Figures 1 and 2, DIRECT+DFNcon and CMA-ES are undoubtly the best
solvers for the chosen test bed. In fact, the profiles of DIRECT+DFNcon and of all versions of
CMA-ES are always the top ones (save that they are beaten by the profile of the best version of
DFSA), both in terms of feasibility and optimality. It can also be noted that DIRECT+DFNcon
is the clear winner when the feasibility is taken into account, whereas CMA-ES is better in terms
of robustness when it comes to optimality.
However, the fact that DIRECT+DFNcon shows some lack of efficiency in terms of optimality
can be explained by considering the well-known weakness of all DIRECT-type algorithms for
problems with many variables (say more than 20). For this reason, in Figures 3 and 4, we
report performance profiles of the above solvers when problems with n ≤ 20 are taken into
consideration.
As it can be noted in Figures 3 and 4, the performances of DIRECT+DFNcon significantly
change. Indeed, for problems with n ≤ 20, i.e. moderated size problems, the proposed method,
beside confirming its performances in terms of feasibility, is as efficient as CMA-ES but more
robust in terms of optimality (at least when we compare with the average version of CMA-ES).
Results in the presence of noise. We further investigated the behavior and performances of
DIRECT+DFNcon and CMA-ES on problems with n ≤ 20. Indeed, one of the main concerns
when developing a solution method for derivative-free or black-box optimization is its sensitive-
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Figure 2: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility viola-
tion (left) and optimality (right). Note that the x-axis range is from 10−3 to 0.1
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Figure 3: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility viola-
tion (left) and optimality (right) for problems with n ≤ 20. Note that the x-axis range is from
0 to 10−5
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Figure 4: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility viola-
tion (left) and optimality (right) for problems with n ≤ 20. Note that the x-axis range is from
10−5 to 10−3
ness to noise. Hence, we decided to carry out one more experiment where objective function
values are perturbed by the presence of a certain amount of noise. We use the Gaussian noise
model proposed for the Real-Parameter Black-Box Optimization annual competition which we
slightly modified to take into account that the problems in our test set have a global minimum
value f∗ 6= 0. Specifically, let fGN(x, β) be defined as
fGN (x, β) = (f(x)− f
∗)× eβN (0,1) + f∗,
where f∗ is the known global minimum value, β > 0 is a parameter controlling the amount of
noise and N (0, 1) denotes a random number drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean
and standard deviation 1. Then we consider the following perturbed objective function:
f˜(x) =
{
f(x) if f(x) < f∗ + 10−8,
fGN (x, β) + 1.01× 10
−8 otherwise.
By varying the parameter β, we can control the amount of noise and, in particular, we consider
two cases: 1) moderate noise level, when β = 0.01 and 2) severe noise level, when β = 1. Further,
note that the constraints of the problems have not been perturbed with noise. The results of this
experiment for DIRECT+DFNcon and CMA-ES, in terms of performance profiles, are reported
in Figures 5 and 6 for β = 0.01 and in Figures 7 and 8 for β = 1.
As it can be seen, when function values are noisy, no matter the amount of noise introduced,
DIRECT+DFNcon is the clear winner in terms of feasibility. As concerns the optimality, for
high precision level, the average version of DIRECT+DFNcon outperforms CMA-ES average.
For moderate precision levels, we can conclude that DIRECT+DFNcon is more robust than
CMA-ES with the two codes being almost comparable in terms of efficiency.
Global capacity of DIRECT+DFNcon. We finally run a further experiment. It is more concerned
with the ability of DIRECT+DFNcon to obtain good levels of optimality and, in particular, it is
aimed at understanding if and how the maximum number of function evaluations has an impact
on this performance. Hence, what we did was to increase the maximum number of function
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Figure 5: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility vio-
lation (left) and optimality (right) for problems with n ≤ 20 and when objective function are
perturbed with a moderate (β = 0.01) amount of noise. Note that the x-axis range is from 0 to
10−5
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Figure 6: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility vio-
lation (left) and optimality (right) for problems with n ≤ 20 and when objective function are
perturbed with a moderate (β = 0.01) amount of noise. Note that the x-axis range is from 10−5
to 10−3
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Figure 7: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility vio-
lation (left) and optimality (right) for problems with n ≤ 20 and when objective function are
perturbed with a large (β = 1) amount of noise. Note that the x-axis range is from 0 to 10−5
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Figure 8: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility vio-
lation (left) and optimality (right) for problems with n ≤ 20 and when objective function are
perturbed with a large (β = 1) amount of noise. Note that the x-axis range is from 10−5 to 10−3
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Figure 9: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility viola-
tion (left) and optimality (right). Note that the x-axis range is from 0 to 10−3
evaluations from 1.3×500×n(mi+me) to 1.3×5000×n(mi+me), i.e. ten times larger than the
previous limit, and see what impact this has on the performance of DIRECT+DFNcon. Figures
9 and 10 reports these results by using again cumulative distribution functions for obtained
feasibility violation and optimality. As we can see, and as it was largely expected, an increase
of the maximum number of function evaluations immediately brings to an increased ability of
the solver to have better results both in terms of feasibility violation and optimality. The total
running time required by DIRECT+DFNcon increases to 12879.5 seconds which is slightly larger
than ten times the previous figure. This is reasonable given the amount of overhead computation
required to manage the larger data structure necessary for DIRECT to hold information on a
larger set of points.
6 Conclusions
In the paper we presented a two-level derivative-free DIRECT-type algorithm for the global
solution of optimization problems with general nonlinear constraints. We carried out a complete
convergence analysis of the algorithm both when no information on the local Lipschitz constants
of the objective function f or of the penalty function w is available and when an overestimate
of one of them is known. Further, in order to improve the numerical efficiency of the overall
algorithm we embed within the two-level DIRECT-type algorithm a derivative-free local search
method. The reported numerical results show the efficiency and robustness of the approach both
in terms of feasibility and optimality. We also investigated the behavior of the proposed method
when objective function values are perturbed by gaussian noise, showing that DIRECT+DFNcon
performances not only do not deteriorate, but they seem to improve when compared with other
state-of-the-art solvers for black-box optimization.
As concerns possible aspects for future investigation and work, some lines can be envisaged.
First of all, the development of more efficient versions of the DIRECT algorithm is of sure
interest. This, in our opinion, can be done in at least two ways. On the one hand, by devising
partition schemes less prone to dimensionality issues. This would allow to considerably increase
the dimensions of problems that can be solved with our approach. On the other hand, by
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Figure 10: Comparison by using cumulative distribution functions for obtained feasibility vio-
lation (left) and optimality (right). Note that the x-axis range is from 0 to 10−3
devising clever ways to take into account estimates of global information on the problem.
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